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AGENDA 

SENATE CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE 
March 3, 1983 

Regents Room, Morrill Hall 
12:30 - 3:00 

1. Minutes of February 17. 

2. Report of the Chair. 

3. Report of the Student Chair. 

4. Committee reports: 

A. Finance 

B. University-industry relations 

c. Other? 

5. Conversation with the President: 

A. Inloading 

B. Leadership: getting and retaining good leadership 
within the University; assessing leadership at 
each level. 

6. Conversation with Vice President Bohen (Guests: Senate 
Finance Committee and representatives of AAUP) 

A. Organization of Office of Finance and Operations; 
rationale for the organization; sketch of 
functions of each unit. 

B. Evaluation system for units and their directors. 

C. Planning, prioritizing and budgeting within the 
Office of Finance and Operations. 
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MINUTES APPROVED 3/31/83 
SENATE CONSULTATIVE COMMITTEE 

MEETING, AND 
CONVERSATIONS WITH PRESIDENT MAGRATH AND VICE PRESIDENT BOHEN 

March 3, 1983 
Regents Room, Morrill Hall 

12:35 - 3:20 

Members present: B. Anderson, V. Fredricks, P. Freier, B. Hogen, J. Howe, 
J. Iverson, D. Kronebusch, D. Lenander, M. Mattson, D. Pratt, W. D. Spring, 
W. B. Sundquist, P. Swan, J. Turner, K. Watson. 

Guests throughout: C. Pazandak, M. Smith, R. Ericson. 

1. The Minutes of February 17 were approved with one correction. Page 4, 
par. 6, line 4, should name Vice President Wilderson in place of Bohen. 

2. Report of the Chair. Swan. 

A. Regents committee meetings of March 10-11. Professors Freier, 
Fredricks and Turner will monitor. 

B. Professor Swan introduced Richard Ericson, a graduate student in 
Journalism, whom SCC is pleased to have had cover a record of three successive 
meetings. 

C. Legislative hearings of March 8-9: Higher Education Subcommittee 
of the Senate Finance Committee. Professor Swan circulated the agenda for 
those hearings and asked that one to two sec members try to attend the two-hour 
session each day. 

D. Proposal for developing an Institute for the Humanities. Professor 
Swan has asked Professor Howe to represent the SCC at a March 4 meeting for a 
discussion of the preliminary report of a group considering such an institute. 
The SCC has an interest in seeing that the Humanities have a place in University 
planning, she said. Rutherford Aris, author of the report, would welcome 
additional sec members at the meeting. 

E. Planning/budgeting directives. The SCC office will distribute 
with the minutes of this meeting a compilation of the individual "Special 
Issues to be Addressed" taken from Vice Presidents Keller's and Vanselow's 
planning/budgeting directives to their planning units. 

3. Report of Student Chair. Lenander. 

A. Mr. Lenander welcomed back Beatrice Anderson, last year's represen
tative from UMD, presently serving as interim representative. Dennis Kronebusch 
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introduced Sarah Henderson, who will be his alternate from UMW for Spring 
Quarter. 

B. Student SCC met this morning with Assistant Vice President Betty 
Robinett who talked with them about promotion and tenure policies and urged 
them to read the Koffler/Ibele memorandum. 

c. SSCC intends to build a support network to assist and encourage 
students on all campuses to take a more active role in teaching evaluation. 

D. Hand-out: MSA lobbyist Wally Hilke's press release and data on 
the projected effects on students of Governor Perpich's tuition proposal. 

4. Committee reports. 

A. Senate Finance Committee. Sundquist. The committee will meet with 
Vice President Keller this afternoon to discuss (1) the three alternatives for 
absorbing the state's cut of its contribution to faculty pension funds--which of 
these alternatives ought to be eliminated and which fleshed out; and (2) the 
1983-85 biennial budget plans, including specifically the budget reduction 
orders to the colleges. 

The budget/planning letters to the units have generated much heat. 
Requested cuts range from 0-3% to 9-12% for the 1983-1985 biennium. At today's 
meeting SFC will try to learn how the Budget Executive arrived at the specific 
orders that were sent to the units from the general guidelines and criteria 
for prioritizing. 

Professor Howe commented that additional considerations are entering 
into budget decisions and public reaction to them, including debate on what 
constitutes a university, and the current high-tech and management boost. 
The University needs to develop some discussion about its internal content 
priorities and those have to be connected to actual budget decisions. 

Professor Pratt related that Vice President Keller, in his visits with 
the units targeted for the higher cuts, emphasizes the state's needs, particularly 
high technology. Pratt observed that as some of the criteria are being applied, 
the basic sciences stand to benefit less than applied technology within IT. 
Professor Freier remarked that biotechnology is even more in the forefront 
than are computer sciences and that tearing apart the unit(s) producing it 
is unwise. 

Professor Sundquist urged that as the University community tries to 
build quality it try also to avoid internal bickering and comparisons. 

B. University-Industry Relations. Pratt. The three open hearings 
had small attendance, but the participants represented a wide range of views. 
The most substantive suggestion was that the committee expand its charge to 
include all external University connections which alter the University's 
agenda. The committee finds this too much to take on at the present." Next 
the committee will hear from University people who have had a high level of 
interaction with industry. 
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SCC CONVERSATION WITH PRESIDENT MAGRATH (1:05) 

Guests: President Magrath, Vice Presidents Kegler, Keller, Vanselow. 

1. "Inloading," or the integration of credit instruction. 

President Magrath reminded SCC that the University has studied and 
discussed "outreach" education: how better to integrate the non-agricultural 
continuing education and extension with the rest of the University's academic 
work. The question is whether the University should integrate daytime 
instruction with evening instruction through the faculty. 

The most conspicuous drawback to the proposal is that faculty who rely 
on evening and summer session teaching to supplement their salaries would lose 
that opportunity. The advantages include better coordination of all instruction 
and the funding of all instruction by the state--as is already true for the 
state universities and community colleges. CEE includes 7900 FTE's. The 
President told SCC inloading would put us in a better position for retaining 
faculty in the programs we regard as central to the University. 

He described the University Senate's position as favorable to expanding 
outreach but uneasy at endorsing the concept of includ~ng evening and summer 
instruction in the regular load. Because of recent fiscal shocks the question 
of integration has been raised again. (Summer session integration will take mere 
time to work out and is not part of the current consideration.) 

Professor Swan summarized faculty concerns as (1) quality and 
(2) resources to carry out the program. Vice President Keller told SCC there 
are instances in the University where combining two courses could simultaneously 
improve quality and save money. Furthermore, by putting more credit hours 
into the integrated pool, chances improve of assigning each faculty member 
most appropriately. 

Dr. Keller reported that a committee of deans has been working together 
to develop a proposal for phasing-in of "inloading." The vice president has 
told CLA that central administration will not impose inloading, but suggests 
CLA may want to experiment with inloading to solve some cutback difficulties. 

Over the next several years the University will encourage inloading 
by focusing attention on the ultimate gains for both faculty and students. 
The University will encourage the colleges to publish plans for consideration. 

It would not be an unreasonable interim measure, Vice President Keller 
told the sec, for half of all dollars saved to go to central administration 
to meet retrenchment requirements, and half to go to the inloading department's 
faculty salary fund. Professor Howe called the present a hard time to expect 
faculty to give up their extra income. If the financial impact is not balanced 
in some way, the units that inload might sacrifice. There is the potential 
for a significant transfer out of some units and into others. 

Vice President Keller said the central administration wouldn't dictate 
how a college was to use the money it saved, While initially some faculty 
might lose money, in the long run there should be more money coming into the 
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University. We would have to recognize the normative pattern of salaries and 
put some money into units, such as CLA, where faculty have relied on the 
additional income. 

A second possibility for redistributing some savings would be to award 
overload pay to faculty members who exceed some standard such as teaching a 
total of five courses per year. Professor Fredricks pointed out that since 
norms in teaching loads vary widely among and within colleges, the faculty 
where the norm is high (e.g. , 8 courses per year in Theater Arts) could 
claim they are now teaching overloads. Keller said there is presumably a 
justifiable reason for existing differences and if there is not, we should do 
something about it. 

Professor Sundquist wants the University to get on with inloading, 
despite the short-term problems, 

- as part of sound institutional planning and goals, 

- to permit us to determine our numbers and teaching loads systematically, 

- to help departments think about their programs and clientelle and 
how they want to deliver their programs. 

Professor Turner listed additional benefits. Inloading 

- rationlizes the curriculum; 

- enables us in a more systematic way to appeal to non-traditional 
kinds of students; 

will, in the long run, make all of us better off, including those 
presently teaching in extension (faculty now get "sweat shop pay" 
for their evening teaching); 

- will take the pressure off the budget regarding our tenure track 
people. 

He urged that elements of inloading proceed immediately in places where certain 
advantages are to be gained. Circumstances have changed a lot since the Senate 
looked at the issue about four years ago. 

Mr. Lenander warned of the possibility that students who currently take 
many credits through CEE and are not eligible for standard financial aid might, 
faced with higher costs including student services fees, be unable to continue 
their education. He would like to see such extension students enabled to 
retain their unique identity. 

Professor Mattson asked that we examine why professors choose to teach 
at night and why students choose to take their courses at night. 

Professor Swan said there is a concern about whether priorities would 
fall out in the right places in all instances where there is integrated planning 
and an integrated curriculum, especially in faculties where there isn't much 
experience in dealing with continuing education and extension students. 
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President Magrath asked that the Consultative Committee advise him 
within a couple of weeks on which Senate committee central administration 
should consult on the inloading question. 

2. Leadership within the University. 

Professor Swan asked President Magrath whether, in financially difficult 
times, there are things we can do to help assure that the leaders we need will 
be in place when we need them. 

President Magrath said he would be focusing in this conversation especially 
on the importance of leadership within the units, in the persons of department 
chairs and program heads, and among student groups and the faculty Senate. 

In times of stress and crisis we need as leaders people who will take 
stands. Good leadership gives something tangible to react to. The University 
should give remuneration and thinking support to those who have to lead. 
Moreover, we want not reluctant leaders but people who want to be leaders, who 
want to make decisions and take stands. We should bend our efforts to recruit 
the best possible leaders as chairs, heads, etc. 

Kathy Watson said a major concern of student government is 
the potential for leadership. Getting people to care comes fir~t. 
come to care, they become involved. 

developing 
When they 

Professor Howe asked whether we have a problem regarding leadership 
here at the University. The President responded that there is, rather, and 
apart from attitudes towards central administration, an anti-administration 
bias. We destroy leaders very easily, he said. For example, when a leader 
in the University espouses an unpopular position, that wipes out (in the popular 
view) everything else he or she has achieved and makes him or her unfit to be 
a leader. Professor Howe observed that the problem is worse now than in the 
past, for the inevitable result of setting priorities is to disappoint some 
large fraction of the people here. 

Obtaining good leaders starts with good search committees, suggested 
Professor Turner, and he described them. Search committees should be small 
and comprised of people with a good sense of personnel, rather than being 
large and broadly constituted. They must be invested and be willing to go to 
the bottom in investigating to learn how good a candidate's leadership capacity 
really is. Some search committees just don't do a very good job. The candidate 
who takes the courageous stand commonly doesn't get the nomination. 

SCC CONVERSATION WITH VICE PRESIDENT BOHEN (2:05) 

Guests: Members of the Senate Finance Committee and Robert Sloan of the AAUP 
joined the sec for this portion of the meeting. 

Vice President Bohen distributed copies of his letter responding to 
Professor Swan's questions regarding the functioning of the Office of Finance 
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and Operations, together with an organizational chart and a budget overview 
showing dollar changes in 9 organizational units from 1980 to 1983. The figures 
are of actual dollars for each year; final column gives the percentage change 
in real dollars over the period. 

In this university more than in most, Mr. Bohen told the SCC, this office 
is an amalgam of widely varying and somewhat disparate responsibilities. The 
major job President Magrath requested of Vice President Bohen in the past year 
is one which does not appear directly on the organizational chart: that of 
planning the contraction and financing of the University Hospitals expansion 
and renovation. The solution ultimately involved saving some hundred million 
dollars over the next 30 years. 

The enormous size of the Physical Plant Operations makes it the first 
place to examine closely to find ways to accomplish work more efficiently and 
save money; the other large budget divisions similarly call for scrutiny. 
Physical Plant Operations (staff of 650, budget of $48.8 million plus fuel 
costs and internal transfers from business generated by University departments) 
needs, he feels, major management improvement in the year ahead. The people 
at the top are excellent in engineering and technical competence, but they 
have been employed as general managers when they are not trained in the modern 
management and service delivery the job calls for. He commended the technical 
and forward-looking decision of 10 years ago to convert from gas and oil to 
Western coal, and said the result now saves the state substantial money. 

The Office for Physical Planning 
development under Clint Hewitt, he said. 
an extraordinary amount of work. 

and Space has enjoyed excellent 
The very high quality staff moves 

Mr. Bohen told the meeting he has changed the functions of the Treasurer's 
office, separating the investment and cash management aspects from management 
of day-to-day obligations. The results have been favorable, putting the 
University currently in the top 10% nationwide in performance of investments. 

They are improving the accounting system to make a vast amount of 
information available quickly to deans and other officers University-wide. 
The equipment is being installed for use in Fall of 1983. A year from now, 
Vice President Bohen said, he would have many new changes in accounting to 
describe to the committees. 

He described the leadership and the internal coherence of the units 
responsible to him as varying from outstanding to absolutely inadequate. 

Human resources. Vice President Bohen believes this University is 
extremely short in a human resources plan for selecting and trqining talented 
people. There is absolutely no personnel planning for succession in the units, 
and this is the first example of so extreme a lack he has seen in 20 years of 
management within the public sector. Mr. Bohen was without an associate vice 
president for a year and a half. The position of Patent Administrator remained 
unfilled for about two years. In the enormous Physical Plant Operations, no 
one is being groomed to be the logical in-house successor. Such unpreparedness 
should not be allowed to continue in areas like the above which are essential 
to our operations. 

We need effective human resources planning and administrative planning. 
We shouldn't have a process whereby someone is hired and kept in a job until 
retirement or death, at which time the University looks about for a replacement. 
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Mr. Bohen said that although he has felt pressure to fill a vacancy by 
appointing the next in line, he has insisted in opening wide the searches to 
try to get the most capable people into positions where we need them. 

The University's personnel department is very strong on the technical 
aspects of placement and is not set up to get the most capable people where 
we need them. Since there is no support within the personnel department for 
grooming leadership for middle and upper administrative/management positions, 
the University's administration will have to take it upon itself to develop 
and promost talented people. 

Furthermore, in a complex system like the University,it is essential to 
have a few people who are thinking ahead to make improvements which are as 
modern as technology permits. The University needs resources to make such 
changes. It cannot simply keep the ongoing machinery turning over. 

Professor Howe asked if Mr. Bohen would be able, over time, to address 
the constraints raised by personnel policies which he now must work around. 
Mr. Bohen said the rules reflect values implicit in the state's system, which 
are not necessarily his values for gaining efficiency and serving an institution 
which wants quality and good value. Civil Service rules on bumping rights have 
constrained him from dropping employees he would have chosen to drop for 
retrenchment and firing instead other, more junior people with more promise. 
Where vacancies occur, however, he conducts genuine searches. 

The automatic choice has been to promote the average person. We must 
build in competition for middle-management positions, he said. Other public 
areanas in which he has worked have provided more competition. He would like 
to see a five-year appointment be the standard, after which a high level superior 
would have to make an affirmative act to continue a person in a position. For 
an employee to continue in an office beyond 10 years should take almost an 
act of the Regents, he said. The present system has enabled an employee to 
be hired in at age 35 at $8,000, remain in the same job for 30 years, and 
be making at the end $40,000. Automatic escalators are a sign of a system 
that isn't being run. We have to tone the place up, he said, by building in 
a quite stringent board of review, particularly if we assume we are in an 
era of tightened resources in which people will tend to stay in the same place. 

Professor Kline asked to what extent it is possible to separate the 
civil service personnel practices as Vice President Bohen describes them from 
the academic practices. Civil service looks like an equivalent system to 
academic tenure. Professor Fredricks, however, pointed out that the tenure 
track includes a system of evaluation lacking in civil service. 

Mr. Bohen responded that he is addressing how to get the best value for 
the University's money. He wants to encourage good people to work for the 
University and encourage them to improve. This is a first class place, and 
promoting the average because they have been around should not be the norm. 
No one has yet brought him a form for evaluating management, he noted. There 
is no personnel evaluation in the University, and it is not clear who is 
responsible for it. Yet evaluation should be at the heart of planning for 
improved performance. 

Professor Turner told Vice President Bohen that he had been impressed 
over the past several months with the way Finance and Operations has been 
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willing to retrench in order to save more resources for the academic enter
prises. He addressed three questions to the vice president, who responded 
to each: 

Q. If you were setting up an ideally planned organization, would the 
Office of Research Administration be better under the Graduate School 
or Academic Affairs instead of Finance and Operations? 

A. There are good arguments to keep it. under Finance, yet also good 
arguments that it might be more responsive to the faculty if it were 
in' Academic Affairs. 

Q. How do you test for the efficiency of services performed by 
Physical Plant Operations? 

A. We should be able to give you a satisfying answer that the 
internal work is efficient. We don't yet have, but we need, a process 
for getting inside and outside bids on the same basis. This is a 
question I have not yet been able to give the careful look it needs. 

Q. Would our lives be improved and money saved if we contracted 
out the janitorial .services? 

A. We don't have a work force as observably efficient as it could 
be, and the problem is supervisory, on which the union has a monopoly. 
In Minnesota it is a tough political question whether to use unionized 
or non-unionized labor trades. The Hospitals, he explained, use the 
same labor pool but employ outside managers. 

Ms. Anderson asked about Mr. Bohen's responsibilities for operations 
on the coordinate campuses. He replied that he has functional oversight 
for the system and for the responsible people at each of the other campuses, 
and responsibility for getting the resources from the legislature, but not 
responsibility for day-to-day operations. 

Professor Mattson asked about the apparently high cost of University 
architectural and engineering services. Vice President Bohen said the 
University's relatively small in-house staff performs the work on small 
projects but on large conversions or new structures acts in an oversight 
capacity. The University imposes standards that run costs above average 
because the buildings are intended to endure. 

Ms. Iverson asked what provisions for consulting Vice President Bohen 
has, particularly in those areas of his responsibility which have an impact 
on students (e.g., bookstores, parking and transportation). Interested students 
have been unable to get the information they seek. She has so far been 
refused in her efforts to learn who serves on the bookstores' faculty/student 
committee. On transportation, she has been told that transit services have 
readily made money available for early morning runs of the 52 buses to 
accommodate hospital employees, while students who have long tried to arrange 
late buses for extension students have been unable to make any progress. 

Vice President Bohen said he wants to be helpful in getting information 
to people who want it. None of the information is private. It is his 
attitude to do all the consulting required by statute or by interest. He is 
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unaware of ever having received invitations to meet with students on the 
above questions. He and Professor Swan recommended interested persons 
telephone or write directly to him. 

The meeting was adjourned at 3:20p.m. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Meredith Poppele, 
SCC Executive Assistant 



lm UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

President c. Peter Magrath 
202 Morrill Hall 
Minneapolis Campus 

Dear Peter: 

University Senate Consultative Committee 
164 Food Science and Nutrition 
1334 Eckles Avenue 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55108 

February 10, 1983 

I was very pleased to have your thoughtful letter of 
February 7th concerning your next meeting with the Faculty 
Consultative Committee. I shall pass on your comments and 
suggestions to my colleagues, so that we can organize our 
thoughts and prepare for good use of our time together. 

When we talked on January 25th we also had on·the list 
of potential items for March 3rd the following: 

1. Tuition policy 
2. University public relations {perhaps postpone?) 

··-·· ··~ 

These would be in addition to the five listed by you .:..n your 
February 7th letter: 

1. Inloading 
2. Leadership 
3. Private fund raising 
4. Tenure 
5. Legislative/political developments. 

we have asked Vice President Bohen to meet with sec at 
2:00 p.m. on March 3rd. We wish to discuss planning and budget 
decisions in his shop. I will be writing him a letter very 
soon that will detail some of our questions. I will, of course, 
send you a copy of that letter. 

Again, thank you for your letter. I will be in touch about 
our March 3rd agenda around the 23rd or 24th of February. 

PBS:mbp 

c: K. Keller 
N. Vanselow 

Regards, 

~-r 
Patricia B. Swan, Chairman, 
Senate Consultative Committee 

I 

I 
I 
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202 Morrill Hall 

Professor Patricia B. Swan, Chairperson 
Senate Consultative Camri.ttee 
166 Food Science and Nutrition 

Dear Pat: 

100 Church Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 
February 7, 1983 

I felt we had a very excellent exchange of views and a good, focused, 
discussion at our last FCC rreeting. Let's try to do it again. 

I would like, prelirn.inaril y, to suggest that at our next :rreeting we start 
the agenda with the ;j.nloading discussion; Ken and I will make a presentation 
stating our views of· this matter, and also providing relevant infonnation on 
the reactions we are getting from the Deans' Study Group. We would then 
like to get individual FCC reactions and try to reach same understanding as 
to how we might proceed from there -- depending in part of course on the 
kind of reactions we get from FCC. 

Next, I would like to continue along on one of the t.herres that errerged from 
our last discussion, and focus a little ti:rre on the question of J._eaders~ 
within the University and how we try to attract it and build on it. M::>re 
specifically, I propose that I make sarne corrrrents stating my views as to how 
we can best attract leadership-type persons in the deans, directors, and 
depa.rl::m2ntal chairs and heads positions. Then, I would like to have one 
rrember of FCC state his or her personal views on this kind of i.np:>rtant 
personnel question, and we could then go to an open discussion. 

There are other matters that also need to be pursued at this or future 
:;:J rreetings: The question of :envate fund raj_s;!,.ng and sarne thrusts that I am 
"" pursuing in collaboration with Fred Bohen and of course in consultation with 
q. 

1
all of the Vice Presidents; questions involving our tenure policy, which of 

~- course are already being addressed in other forums; and certainly we need to 
5;keep in close touch on developing legislative and political matters. 

As always, I am of course corrpletely at your Conmittee's disposal to answer 
questions that co:rre up on the spot or to address any other agenda i terns you 
believe are i.np:>rtant. By the way, I believe that the Regents' Office 
should provide the funding for the buffet dinner on the Thursday in March 
that you and FCC will host the Regents. I think it would be a very good 
idea if you could get a letter out to the Regents as quickly as possible 
proposing the fonnat you have developed, which I think is excellent. 
Unfortunately, I won't be able to join the group that evening as I will be 
going to the airport to rreet Diane who is earning back from a trip to Israel 
-- but I am hoping that perhaps Ken Keller or Neal Vanselow can be there. 

CPM:kb 

Cordially, 

P~ 
C. Peter Magrath 
President 

cc: Vice President Kenneth Keller, Academic Affairs 
Vice President Neal Vanselow, Health Sciences 
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'ID: Provosts and Deans 

Office of the Vice President for Academic Affairs 
213 Morrill Hall 
100 Church Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

(612) 373-2033 

February 17, 1983 

FRCM: Kenneth H. Keller, Vice President ~~ 
SUBJECI': Budget Reduction Targets for the 1983-85 Biennium 

All of you have now received budget reduction targ:ts for the next 
biennium. It seems reasonable to share with you the targets assigned to 
each college and canpus. I.et me errphasize that, in each case, Vice 
President Vanselow and I set these targets on the basis of a combination 
of factors including our assessment of the resources available to each 
unit, workload, and the I=Qtential for cutting individual programs whose 
overall priority was judged low by the combination of criteria we have 
discussed so often. The targ:ts do not bear a quantitative relation to 
the overall priority of the colleg: or campus. 

College or Carrpus 

.Academic Affairs 
College of Agriculture 
College of Biological Sciences 
College of Education 
College of Forestry 
General College 
College of Home Economics 
Hl.lltphrey Institute of Public Affairs 
Law School 
College of Liberal Arts 
School of M:magerrent 
Institute of Technology 
University College 
College of Veterinary Medicine 
University of Minnesota, Crookston 
University of Minnesota, Duluth 
University of Minnesota, M:>rris 
University of Minnesota, waseca 

Health Sciences 
School of Dentistry 
Medical School 
School of Nursing 

Tvx:>-Year Budget Reduction Range 

9% - 12% 
9% - 12% 
9% - 12% 
6% - 9% 
6% - 9% 
6% - 9% 
6% - 9% 
3% - 6% 
6% - 9% 
0% - 3% 
0% - 3% 
9% - 12% 
0% - 3% 
6% - 9% 
3% - 6% 
3% - 6% 
6% - 9% 

10.5% 
9.4% 
9.1% 

~ r 
I 
~ 
~ 
[ 
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College or Carrpls 

Health Sciences (continued) 
College of Pharrracy 
School of Public Health 
UMD Medical School 

:sl 

cc: President c. Peter Magrath 
University Vice Presidents 

'liD-Year Budget Re:::luction ·Range 

9.5% 

6.5% 

4rofessor Patricia B. Swan, Chair, Senate Consultative Conmittee 
Professor Wesley B. Sundquist, Chair, Senate Finance Corrmittee 
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UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA University Senate consultative committ~e 
164 Food Science and Nutrit~on 
1334 Eckles Avenue 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55108 
Telephone (612)373-3226 

February 15, 1983 

Frederick M. Bohen, Vice President, 
Finance and Operations 
301 Morrill Hall 
Minneapolis Campus 

Dear Fred: 

Thank you for agreeing to talk with the Senate Consultative 
Committee on March 3rd at 2 p.m. {Regents Room} about planning 
and budgeting within Finance and Operations. The purpose of 
this letter is to outline some things that I hope you will 
include in your presentation. We have invited members of the 
Senate Finance Committee and representatives from AAUP {at 
their request} to join us for your presentation. 

First, many of us do not have a clear picture of how your 
part of the University is organized. For background purposes 
I hope you will provide a brief description of how you are 
organized, and the rationale for this organization. As part 
of this discussion, a brief description of the functions of 
each unit would be useful to us. 

Second, we neerl to have an idea of h0·v you 3valuate tbP. 
performance of each of your units. We have some idea of civil 
service evaluation procedures for individuals, but I imagine 
that some comment about individual evaluation (particularly of 
unit directors, etc.} would help answer some of our questions. 
We live with the system for academic performance evaluation, 
but most of us have little knowledge of your system. 

Third, we have little information about priorities that 
have been set in your area as a result of planning. Obviously, 
the criteria for budgeting will be somewhat different from 
those in the academic units. How do you decide which units 
{functions} should be cut when you are required to retrench? 
Do you reallocate internally to·add funds/positions to some 
units? If so, on what basis? 

You will recall a conversation with the Senate Finance 
Committee almost two years ago in which it was agreed that 
better management information would aid planning and budgeting 
decisions. The attached two excerpts from SFC reports to the 
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Senate record that conclusion. Attached, also, are excerpts 
from Consultative Committee meetings this year (see underlined 
portions) . We look forward to your report so that we can 
understand the progress being made in planning within Finance 
and Operations. 

Please telephone me (3-1194) if you have questions about 
our March 3rd meeting. 

c: C. F. Magrath 

Sincerely, 

u' t{l 
Patricia B. Swan, Chairman, 
Senate Consultative Committee 

B. Sundquist, Senate Finance Committee 
B. Terrell, AAUP 

PBS:mbp 

Encl. 
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l5i1 UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 

Professor Patricia B. Swan, Chair 
Senate Consultative Committee 
164 Food Science and Nutrition 
1334 Eckles Avenue 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55108 

Dear Professor Swan: 

Office of the Vice President for Finance and Treasurer 
301 Morrill Hall 
100 Church Street S.E. 
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55455 

(612) 373-5940 

February 28, 1983 

I am writing in response to your letter of February 15, 1983, 
and your invitation to meet with you and other members of the Senate 
Consultative and Finance Committees on Thursday afternoon, March 3rd. 

As you know, I am pleased to accept that invitation, and I look 
forward to reviewing with you and other members of your committee the 
approaches I am employing to manage the broad domain of Finance and 
Operations, the uses I have made of information and analysis/assessment in 
managing and directing the many units I oversee, and other matters contained 
in your letter. 

In response to your request, and as background information for 
our discussion, I am pleased to provide an up-to-date Organization Chart 
for that part of the University structure for which I bear line supervisory 
and oversight responsibility. As you will see, the chart includes current 
budgetary information indicating numbers of full-time staff and overall 
budget totals (round to closest $100,000) for each of the major units within 
my jurisdiction. I have also attached a comprehensive four-year net budget 
summary of resources made available to the major units of the Department of 
Finance and Operations to provide a framework for reviewing and discussing 
the relative budgetary discipline and priorities that I have imposed and 
that emerged under the fiscal pressures of the last 2~ years. 

In order to facilitate dialogue and to minimize the need for any 
lengthy introductory remarks from me on Thursday, it may be useful for me 
to summarize here my approach to managing these diverse responsibilities 
and organizations, the agenda of modernization and improvement I am working 
on, and conclusions I have reached about organizational effectiveness, and 
the role of unit planning and evaluation. 

Perhaps reflecting the ethos of the wider University, 
the world of Finance and Operations has been (and remains) 
long on detailed administration and short on strategic 
management. This may be inevitable in organizational 
areas that provide service as their chief function. It 
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may also be unavoidable in organizations washed by explosive 
growth in the demand for services, and constantly pinched 
for resources over the last two decades. 

Whatever the reasons, the general administrative v1s1on 
that I encountered when I assumed these responsibilities 
two years ago was "coping" and "surviving", defensive and 
protective. There was no broad organizational agenda, though 
there were (and are) excellent, specific examples of forward
looking thinking/planning and decisions. There is absolutely 
no personnel planning and development for organizational leader
ship and innovation, either in Finance and Operations, or, 
in my experience, on the Civil Service personnel side of the 
University as a whole, though there are, in spite of this 
terrible weakness, some excellent, highly qualified people in 
the right jobs. Almost no resources were then or are today 
set aside for organizational or administrative innovation --
for training and education, for staff whose principal task 
it is to initiate, plan, and manage innovation and change, 
for maintenance of information to facilitate unit evaluation, 
systematic evaluation of people, or the quality of services 
offered. 

Given this reality, I have not found it practical or even 
desirable to institute comprehensive "unit planning" as it 
has come to be understood in other parts of the University. 
Extant "unit plans" do not inform; they chloroform. In the 
absence of an all-consuming personal investment of effort 
across the board that simply is not practical, given my 
other obligations, there is no reason to believe that 
another cycle of "bottom-up" unit plans in the Department 
of Finance and Operations would have any value. 

In lieu of instituting comprehensive "unit-planning" I have 
invested personal energies in directing independent inquiry 
into, and detailed assessment of organizational arrangements, 
personnel, operating policies and internal budget allocations 
in selected organizational units. My own energies have been 
devoted to units, such as Central Accounting, Internal Audit, 
Physical Plant Operations, and Investments, where I received 
from the President and the Board of Regents (and confirmed 
for myself) concerns about obsolescence and inadequacy, and to 
all areas where the size of the 0100 Budget allocation invited 
the need to look for savings. 

There are many serious obstacles, mostly in the sphere of 
organizational depth and personnel practice, to dramatic 
changes in organizational effectiveness here at the Univer
sity. I will, however, be pleased to discuss with you and 
other committee members what has been accomplished in each 
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of these areas and/or work that is in progress. 

My ongoing, in depth, but selective personal review and 
assessment of organizational arrangements, staffing levels 
and current and historic budget information within Finance 
and Operations has enabled me to contribute dispropor
tionately to the ongoing effort of University Administration 
to impose budget reductions and contract the size of the 
University in light of continuing problems in the state's 
economy and finances. In this context, Finance and Operations 
activities have yielded up 26.1% of all budget reductions 
imposed over the last 2~ years, and 29.1% of the approved 
base budget reductions over the same period, from a share 
of the University's State Funds budget that is only 13.6%. 

In sum, I have conceived the challenge of my line supervisory 
assignment here at the University in managerial and policy terms, and set 
about to utilize such information as exists, or selectively to develop 
new information to inform choices and judgments forced by events or 
indicated by the obvious need. 

I do not personally believe that there is very much "fat" in the 
administrative areas of the University, and the cuts of the last eighteen 
months are eliminating budget "cushions" wherever they exist. Some areas, 
particularly respecting student services, are patently understaffed. The 
upper reaches of Central Administration are, in my judgment, almost wholly 
without any resources to support staff needed for administrative policy or 
systems leadership or innovation, beyond the personal talents and skills 
of the officers themselves. 

To express doubt about "administrative fat" is not to exalt current 
levels of service responsiveness or quality, cost sensitivity or efficiency. 
The vast bulk of the costs of administration here at the University are 
covered by wages and salaries; moreover, we have an internal staff per
sonnel system that attaches those costs to people -- not to tasks or jobs. 
We have administrative areas that are demonstrably high cost -- a phenomenon 
that arises from a personnel system that tolerates, and, by its weaknesses, 
encourages individual staff to build long-term careers in specific jobs, and 
to increase the cost of the tasks performed with each year of longevity. 
Under such a system, the arena for cost-conscious management is tightly 
bounded. So, also, are the incentives for professional excellence, intel
lectual venturousness and creativity, and desirable levels of personal and 
professional ambition. 

We need to devote more attention to the development of skilled 
men and women to staff tomorrow's University administration; to planning 
and assisting the career development of the best; to ending promotion of 
the average or slightly above average; to ending the upward creep of 
administration costs as the result of personnel longevity rather than 
productivity. 
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I consider these human and personnel issues the heart of the 
management/planning challenge and task I face in the Department of Finance 
and Operations. 

FMB:pl 

Attachments 

cc: President C. Peter Magrath 

Sincerely, 

Frederick M. Bohen 
Vice President for Finance 

and Treasurer 

Vice President Kenneth H. Keller 
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UNIVERSI1Y OF MINNESaTA 

Department of Audits 

Overall Audit Plan 
October 1982 

In fiscal year 1982 the University collected and spent approximately 
$800 million. To establish a basis for our auditing this dollar volume, I have 
broken this analysis into four sections: 

1. Source of Revenue 
2 . Category of Expenditure 

3. Other Risk Areas 

4. Areas Covered by Others 

I have briefly summarized each area to give the backgrotmd I used to make my 
initial audit determinations. I did not use a sophisticated risk analysis pro
cedure because I felt major areas of concern were obvious, given this brief 
analysis and what the historical audit coverage of these areas has been. 

At the end of this analysis I summarize what I believe to be the audit areas 
that need to be covered first and a brief explanation of my reasons. Over the 
next year we will audit these major areas within the University to do some systems
wide testing and establish an understanding of the area. Thereafter, on an annual 
basis, we will do some audit work in that area to help assure that those systems 
are operating properly. This will establish a core of audits that should be done 
every year to maintain the broadest system controls. 

I anticipate these major areas will most likely include: 

Payroll Revenue Collection Analysis 

Bursar's and Cashiers Office Investments and Cash Management 

Business Office Tuition Assessment and Collection 

Others may be added after a complete risk analysis is finished or audit 
coverage may be modified, based on the annual audit program of the external 
auditor or coverage by other auditors. 

The remainder of the year will be spent auditing those areas that present 
the greatest risks to the University or are identified as problem areas by other 
means. I want to emphasize that this preliminary audit plan is based on the 
Audit Department's perception of the appropriate audit coverage and this analy
sis needs to be closely scrutinized by management to assure that it meets with 
their expectations of what needs to be done. 
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Percentage 
1. Source of Revenue Millions of $ Ind. I Cum. 

State Appropriation $250 31 -

Hospital 125 16 - 47 

Federal Grants & Contracts 120 15 - 62 

Tuition 75 10 - 72 

Private Gifts, Grants & Contracts 70 9 - 81 

Auxilliary Enterprises 65 8 - 89 

(Dorms - Food - Bookstores) 
Sales and Services - Educational Activities 40 5 - 94 

Investment Income 30 3 

Federal Appropriation 10 1 

Endowment Income 8 1 

Other Grants and Contracts 7 1 

$800 100% 

Potential Risks with Revenue Collection 

- Not all money due is received 
- Money due is not received on time 
- MOney could be collected more efficiently, safely 
- Mbre money could be collected through additional University action 
- MOney could be lost through University inaction 
- MOney is diverted either prior to or after the University collects it 
- MOney is deposited to the wrong account. 

2. Category of Expenditure Millions of $ 
Percentage 
Ind. I Cum. 

Payroll 

Bldg. & Structures $58,000,000 

Repairs and Maint. to Bldg $11,000,000 

Material for Resale (Bookstores, Food, 

Aux. Ent.) 

-2-

$518 64.5 

69 8.5 - 73 

22 3 
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2. Category of Expenditure (Cont'd) 
Percentage 

Millions of $ Ind./ Cum. 

Contract Payments $ 15 2 

Scholarship 11 1.5 

Other Services - (Misc.) 11 1.5 - 81 

Teaching and Research Equip. 11 1.5 

Travel 10 1.5 

Outs tate 6.3 
Instate 2.2 
Foreign 1.4 

Electricity 9 1 

Medical Supplies 7 1 

Telephone 7 1 - 87 

Coal 6 .5 

Repair & Maint.- MOvable Equip. 6 .5 

Drugs 6 .5 

Laboratory Supplies 5 .5 

Misc. Supplies 5 . 5 

Professional Fees - In and Out Patient 5 .5 - 90 

Other Equipment 5 .5 

Duplicating 4 .5 

Printing and Binding 4 .5 

Books 4 .5 

Computer Services 4 .5 

Office Supplies 4 .5 

Rents 4 . 5 

Other Permanent Improvement 3 .3 

All Other Categories 45 6.2 

$800 100.0% 

Potential Risks with Expenditures 
- Accidentally/Fraudulently paying for goods or services not received 

- Paying for goods or services twice 
- Paying for goods or services not needed 
- Paying too much for goods or services 

Discounts are lost by not paying promptly 
- Interest is lost by paying too soon 

- Payments could be made more efficiently or safely. 

-3- I 



3. Other Risk Areas 

- Adequacy of safeguards over University assets to protect them from 
theft or misuse. (Investments - Equipment - Drugs - Supplies) 

- Adequacy of preparation for EDP catastrophe. 

- Adequacy of safeguards over computer access and information 

- Adequacy of control features and documentation of major new computer 
systems and modifications 

- Adequacy of insurance coverage and bonding of employees 

Compliance with terms of gifts, grants and contracts 

- Reliability of accounting system to handle: 

- account overdrafts 
- journal voucher activity 
- encumbrances and fund transfers 

- Adequacy of indirect cost plans 

- Propriety of various tuition and fee distributions. 

4. Areas Covered by Others 

Following are areas that are legitimate risk areas but we will spend little, 
if any, time on them because they are being addressed by someone else. 

- Student Aid and A-110 audits required by the federal government will be 
done by Touche Ross and Co. 

- The Property Accounting Department has several people who do audits of 
equipment. We will do very little in this area because of their work. 

The University could possibly appeal to the State to be a part of the 
Revenue Recovery Program. This might make it possible for the U of M 
to match its uncollectable receivables to tax returns as is done by other 
State agencies. The University Attorney is looking at this possibility. 
A recent article quoted below indicates that it is being done by others. 

"PILOT PLAN TO PAY HOSPITAL BILLS WITH TAX REFUNDS OK'D 

St. Paul Dispatch, 10/12/82 

"A pilot program to assign state income tax reftmds to tmpaid 
bills of St. Paul-Ramsey Medical Center patients was approved 
today by a county board committee. 

"Through the program, state tax authorities will divert tax 
refunds to Ramsey County for persons owing debts to the 
medical center. 

-4-



Article from St. Paul Dispatch (10/12/82) - Cont'd 

"The initial program will involve 500 patients who have 
failed to pay hospital bills and could be claiming tax 
refunds. Before these patients get the refunds, they 
must satisfy the hospital obligation. 

"A similar program was started last year to obtain child 
support payments owed by parents in the county. Some 
$309,000 was recovered in 1981 child support from the 
refunds. 

''The county is trying the new program to try to reduce 
property taxes it pays the hospital to cover bad debts. 
Through July of this year, the bad debts paid from pro
perty taxes totaled $1. 7 million." 

-5-
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Audit 

1. Radio Stations 

2. Investment Office and 
selected Banking and 
Depositing Procedures 

3. Tuition System including 
Accounts Receivable as 
appropriate 

4. Review Control Features of 
the Enhanced University 
Accounting System 

5. Survey of Hospital 

6. Review of Business Office 

7. Personnel/Payroll _ 

8. Physical Plant 

_, 
DEPAR1MENT OF AUDITS 

Tentative Audit Schedule * 

Type of Audit 

Financial & Compliance 

Operational and some 
Financial 

Financia~ Gampliance, 
and EDP 

EDP 

Audit Survey 

Financial and Compliance 

Financial, Compliance, and 
EDP 

Audit Survey 

Reason for Audit 

- Required to maintain funding 

- Critical area of University 

- Our past audit work indicates there is 
potential for some improvements in these 
areas 

- Major Revenue Source 

- To develop annual testing procedures 

- Major changes in basic control features 
of University Accounting System 

- Determine what areas of the Hospital 
need audit coverage 

- Critical area of University 

Develop annual testing procedures 

- Critical area of University 

- Develop annual testing procedures 

- Determine what areas need audit coverage 

9. Research and Administration Financial and Compliance - Criti~al area of University 

_o. Purchasing 

.1. Bursar's Office Aud.i t 
(3-5 locations) 

Operational 

Financial 

- Potential liabilities for non-compliance 

- Critical area of University 

- Major cash collection and control point 

- Develop annual testing procedures 

-1-

" 
Estimated Days 
to Complete 

30 

75-100 

100-150 

25- 40 

25- 30 

100-150 

150-200 

25- 30 

75-140 

75-140 

100-150 

(All locations) 



DEPAR~ OF AUDITS 
Tentative Audit Schedule * (Cont' d) 

Audit Type of Audit 

12. Review ADPD Internal 
Security Procedures 

EDP 

Internal Projects 

13. Develop Internal Control Questionnaires and 
Audit Programs that would be suitable for: 

a. Complete Departmental Audits 

b. Mini-Audits of selected areas 

c. Use by Interns or Student Help 

e 

Reason for Audit 

Assure the implementation of adequate 
security procedures 

* These are the audit areas that have been identified as initial priorities. We plan 
to do these audits as time and personnel permit but I anticipate that we will do them 
in approximately this order and that it will be enough work to carry us through the 
summer or fall of 1983, depending upon staffing. 

-2-
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Estimated Days 
to Complete 

15- 20 
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To: 

From: 

UNIVERSITY C?f MINNESOTA -I 
TWIN CITIES - I 

I 

Department of Audits 
290 Administrative Services Center 
1919 University Avenue 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55104 

November 24, 1981 

F. Bohen, Vice President for Finance, Planning and 
Operations 

D. Fahey, Acting Director, Department of Audits 

As per your request, I am attaching three schedules indicating 
the audit assignments which have been made for the next year. 

The first schedule shows the audits to be completed by the 
Principal and Senior Auditors. I have separated the audits into "Annual", 
ones we intend to accomplish each year and "Time Penni tting" which will 
be done as fillers. You will also note a "Special" category. This is 
time I have alloted for the unknowns that always occur, i.e-. special 
assignments, shortages, departmental requests for assistance, investiga
tions, etc. I have also allowed for six weeks per person for vacation, 
sick leave and Holidays. We do plan on rotating the Financial Aid and 

--Collection Department Audits. One year we will do Minneapolis, and the 
next year Duluth. That will give us some additional time each year 
from the total shown. 

The second schedule is the estimated audit effort needed in 
the_EDP·area. It is obvious that with only one EDP Auditor we will not 

. be-able to complete everything we feel is necessary. We. hope we will 
get assistance in this area in the near future, and until then will allocate 
Mr. Zdechlik's time to achieve the best results possible. 

The third schedule lists several areas which have.either asked 
for help from our Operational Consultant or which I feel should be 
reviewed for possible recommendations to improve the operation. It is 
difficult to assign time to this sort of review, but time records will 
be maintained for each project 1.md_ertaken. ' 

I hope that I have given you some idea of the way we attempt 
to plan our program. Naturally we are continually adding or dropping 
projects as we proceed through the year. However, that is the nature of 
an Internal Audit function and I believe it will always be a very fluid 
situation. 

If I can furnish you with any additional information or you 
wish to discuss our program further, please contact me at your convenience. 

DF/fh 

Attachments 



Arumal Audits : 

Financial Aids - Mpls. 
II II - Duluth 

Loan Collection - MPls 
II II - Duluth 

Bursar - East Bank 
11 West Bank 

Cashier - St. Paul 
Registration/BRS 
Treasurer 

SGIEDULE I 
. ESTIMATED AUDIT EFFORT 

Man Weeks 

Principal Auditors 

13.0 
6.0 
1.2 
1.0 
3.1 

Accounting Records (Select Areas) 
Purchasing 

.1 

.1 
4.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
3.0 
3.0 
2.4 
3.0 
4.2 
2.0 
4.0 
3.0 

Bookstores 
Food Services (2/Yr.) 
Concerts & Lectures 
Donnitories 
Coffman Union 
W.B.Union 
St.Paul Student Center 
Audio Visual 
University Theatre 

-Vet Clinics 
Vet Diagnostic Lab 
Athletics - Men 
Athletics - Women 
Chemical & General Stores 
Rec. Sports 
Parking 
Rosemount Ag .7Res. 
Fmergency Loans 
Loan System (New) 
Fin. Aid System (New) 
V/SL System (New) 
Duluth Campus 
M:>rris Campus 
Crookston Campus 
Grand Rapids Exp. Stn. 
Waseca Campus 
Lamberton Exp. Stn. 
Cloquet Exp. Stn. 
Itasca Forestry Stn. 
Duluth CEE 

SUB-TOTALS ANNUAL 

Time Permitting Audits: 

~Libraries 
Art Gallery 
Central Duplicating 

.4 
2.0 
1.5 
3.4 
.4 

2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
1.6 
1.5 
3.0 
3.0 
1.0 
3.0 
2.0 
3.0 
2.0 
2.0 

• 5 
.5 
• 5 

1.0 

97.4 

3.0 
3.1 
2.7 

Senior Auditors 

18.0 
9.0 
9.0 

. 6.0 
4.1 
2.5 
2.5 
4.0 
1.0 
2.0 
2.0 
3.0 
2.0 
3.2 
2.0 
3.0 
2.0 
4.0 
4.4 
7.0 
2.0 
1.0 
2.6 
3.0 

.4 
1.2 
2.0 
1.0 

3.0 
3.0 
2.0 
2.0 
2.0 
1.0 
1.0 
2.0 
1.0 

120.9 

1.0 
2.0 
2.0 

· Totals 

'31.0 
15.0 
10.2 
7.0 
7.2 

. 2.6 
2.6 
8.0 
3.0 
4.0 
4.0 
6.0 
5.0 
5.6 
5.0 
7.2 
4.0 
8.0 
7.4 
7.4 
4.0 
2.5 
6.0 
3.4 
2.4 
3.2 
4.0 
2.6 
1.5 
3.0 
3.0 
1.0 
6.0 
5.0 
5.0 
4.0 
4.0 
1.5 
1.5 
2.5 
2.0 

218.3 

4.0 
5.1 
4.7 
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SCHEDW I - Cont'd . 
PrinciEal Auditors 

T41i Permitting Audits - Cont'd 

St. Paul Photo Lab 
Arboretum & Hort. Center 
Bell Museum 
Soil Testing Lab 
Flight Facilities 
S.O.F.D. 
Student Legal Service 
Child Care Center 
Cooke Hall Locker Room 
Stadium Stands - Mpls. 
Stadium Stands - Duluth 
Vending - Duluth 
Vending - Morris .. 
St. Paul Gen.- Services 
Golf Course 
Ice Rink 
Tennis Courts 
Athletic Program Sales 

" II II 

Ag. Extension Office 

SUB-TOTALS TIME PERMIT. 

aPECIALS. 
V/SL/HOLIDAYS 

GRAND TOTAL ASSIGNED 

Principal Auditors 
Senior Auditors 

- Mpls. 
- Duluth 

3 X 52 = 156 
4 X 52 = 208 

Total Weeks Available 
Over Assigned 

GRAND TOTAL 

2.5 
1.6 
1.8 
1.6 
1.2 

.6 

.2 
L;O 
1.5 

0 5 
.5 

.6 

2.0 

24.4 

30.0 
18;0 

169.8 

CONfRA 

364.0 
38.5 

402.5 

Page 2 

Senior Auditors Totals 

1.6 4.1 
2.2 3.8 
1.0 2.8 
1.0 2.6 
1.0 2.2 
2.0 2.6 
1.0 1.2 
1.5 2.5 
1.0 2.5 
2.0 2.5 
1.0 1.5 
3.5 3.5 
2.5 2.5 
1.0 1.6 
3.5 3.5 
2.5 2.5 
2.5 2.5 
3.5 . 3.5 
1.5 1.5 
7.0 9.0 

47.8 72.2 

40.0 70.0 
24.0 42.0 

232.7 402.5 



SQffiDULE II 
EDP AUDIT ESTIMATED EFFORT (MAN-WEEKS) · 

. -
- Policy Develop Security System 

App~cation Systems 
& System & .. Monitor- System % of 

Proced. Control · Privacy · · · ing · Review · Other · Total Total 

Accts Receivable 2.0 2.0 1.0 5.0 
Accts Payable .5 2.0 .s 1.0 1.0 5.0 
Loan Systeni 2.0 1.'0 1.0 4.0 
Financial Aid System 2.5 2.0 1.5 6.0 
Sick/Vacation Leave System .5 .5 1.0 
Payroll/Personnel 1.0 1.0 1.5 3.5 
Accotmting System 5.0 2.0 7.0 
Existing Systems 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.0 6.0 

Sub-Total 37.5 .:.47% 

ADPD 
Physical Security .5 .5 
Data Security 2.0 2.0 1.5 5.5 
Communications Security 1.0 2.0 1.5 4.5 
Contingency Planning 2.0 1.0 2.0 5.0 
Change Control 1.0 1.0 

Sub-Total 16.5 21% 

Other (Supportive) 
~ltation with Audit Staff 1.0 3.0 4.0 

inate External Auditor 2.0 2.0 
ADHOC Audit Reports 3.0 3.0 
Financial Aid Audit Support 3.0 3.0 
Consultation Non-Audit Staff 2.0 2.0 
Audit Seminars & Training 3.0 3.0 
Special Audits 2.0 2.0 

Sub-Total 19.0 24% 

Leave and Holidays 6.0 6.0 . 8% 

GRAND TOTAL 20.0 14.5 6.5 10.5 3.5 24.0 79.0 
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OPERATIONAL CONSULTANT ASSIGNMENTS 

Listed below are some of the areas we have picked for an 
operational review: 

Vending - Twin Cities 

Cash Management Office 

Health Service 
School of Dentistry 

Continuing Education & Extension 
Accounting Records 

Several of these areas can be broken down into various operations 
which of course will be done. For instance, Accounting Records 
may be divided into Accounts Payable, Accounts Receivable, Invoice 
Audit, Budget Preparation, Endowment Funds, Plant Funds, etc. 
Discussions will be held to determine an audit program, time frame, 
etc. before undertaking these reviews. 
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Organizational Units 

1. Office of the Vice President , Associate 
Vice President and Assistants 

2. Physical Plant ~rations (a) 

3. Administrative Data Processing 

4. Accounting Records and Services 
and Purchasing 

5. a. Office of Research Administration 

b • Office of Patents and Licensing 

6. Auxiliary ~rations and Support 
Services ( ) 

7. Physical Planning and Space Management 

8. Development and Alumni Relations 

9. Department of Audits 

Totals 

(a )Excludes Fuel and Utilities Budgets 

" Budget Profile 
01 00 Funds: Constant Dollars 

Four Year Period 1979-80 to 1982-83 

1982-83 1981-82 

$ 452,064 $ 523,761 

23,739,145 25,039,278 

2,627,480 2,714,132 

2,160,506 2,053,002 

1,505,004 1,391,625 

67,860 70,920 

1,097,309 1,231,010 

982,084 1,171,656 

955,753 597,934 

298,089 342,433 

--
$33 ,~85 ,29_4 ~35,135,751 

(b )Excludes Transit Services Allocation and Central Mail List 

(c) 
H .E .P. I. Index 

(d) 
6.6% Volume Increase - New Space (1979-80 to 1982-83) 

r 

Real Dollar 
% Olange 

1980-81 1979-80 1980 - 1983(c) 

$ 484,584 $ 445,905 (26 .1%) 

22,896,894 19,656,018 (5.8%)(d) 

2,381,917 2,331,948 (13.4%) 

1 '784 ,296 1 '766' 138 (4.5%) 

1,159,688 1,011,352 14.1% 

66,594 62 '124 (17 .0%) 

1,122,522 1,037,238 (20.8%) 

1,036,392 1,007,331 (31.1%) 

555,044 527,193 29.5% 

297,363 239,614 (2.7%) 

-

$31_!_~~5 '294 $28,084,861 (5.9%) 
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Department of Finance and Operations 

Retrenchment Planning for 
1983-85 Period 

Prepared by Frederick M. Bohen 
Vice President for Finance and Treas~ 

Introduction and Overview 

As part of the University's budget planning and reallocation p-oeess, 
the Department of Finance and Operations has been planning for permanent 
reductions in its 0100 budget support base of $1,942 2 ~15 in 1983-8~, and 
$921,208 in 1984-85. These reductions respectively c~itute 6% and 3%, 
or a total of 9%, of the Department's current 0100 bud~ base of 
$32,373,588. Of that total amount $23,739,145, or 73 .. 21 is allocated to the 
Division of Physical Plant Operations for custodial serYices, routine repair 
of University facilities and building systems and major building repairs 
(deferred maintenance). · 

Cuts of this magnitude are, of course, onerous t!lroughout the 
University. But they are particularly burdensome and a:f.f'f'icult to aehieve 
in the Department of Finance and Operations, where reeun ing and non-recurring 
reductions of $5. 5 million have been imposed during tbe 1.8-month per:lod 
January 1st, 1982--June 30th, 1983. With a budget that is 13.8% of' the 
University's overall 0 and M allotment, the Department of' Finance and 
Operations has absorbed 29.1% of all reductions required by events o-r the 
last 18 months. Those reductions include a permanent llase reduction of 
$3.1 I!lillion which has fallen heavily on Physical Plaut Operations, and 
resulted in a 10% contraction of the University's work force of sk111ed 
tradesmen, a 20% reduction of the University's custodia1 work force, and 
an overall physical environment that is less attracti?e; in some areas, 
less clean; and addressing only the most essential requirements of building 
repairs and maintenance. · 

AS a. backdrop to budget planning for the future, the following table 
details the current budget profile of the Department aDd the allocation of 
reductions _previously imposed over the last 18 months--b,y major unit. 



" e " . Dewtmeg 9f flnanat ap4 Operations 

Base Reduction Other Non-Recurring 
Current Buqget Base % of Overall Sustained Reductions 

Major Unit (1982-83) Budget Base (1/1/82 -- 6/30/83) (1/1/82 -- 6/30/83) 

Office of Vice President 
including Treasurer support 
and University Budget Office 

$ 452,064 1.6% $ 55,579 $ 26,057 

Physical P~n~ Operations $ 23,739,145 73.2% $ 1,875,580 $ 1,438,803 

Adndnistrative Data Processing $ 2,627,480 7.8% 
Services 

$ 31,919 $ 137,500 

Accounting Records and Services, $ 2,160,506 6.9% $ 121,644 $ 32,000 
including Purchasing 

Auxiliarl Operations $ 1,097,309 3.3% $ 724,617 $ 615,195 
and Support Services 
(Housing, Transit, Printing) 

Physical Planning2 Desi~ $ 982,084 3.0% $ 237,036 $ 145,471 
and Space Management 

DeveloE!ent and Alumni $ 955,753 2.9% $ 10,280 $ 19,000 
Relations 

Audits and Patents $ 365,949 1.3% $ 55,188 $ 15,748 

Totals $ 32,373,588 100.0% $ 3,111,113 $ 2,437,774 

~~~"""'~'""'~"'~'"""""''"'""··""'~-~"'-""'"'"''""""'""""""'l1_..."'W'!""Il''!'i<>-~~~~.--.-~.~·------
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Departmental Priorities and Needs, and Budget Reduction Proposals for the 
Future 

Budget· Planning for the future has sought to observe and, if possible, 
protect the following University .needs and priorities: 

•. To protect, and if possible enhance funding to support 
the University's Private Fund-raising and Alumni 
Development activities: 

• 

• 

• 

Not to invade, except as a last resort, patently inadequate 
current funding for Administrative Data Services for 
Student Admissions, Records and Financial Aid management, 
Personnel/Payroll systems, and Accounting Systems. In 
this area, we are running overdrafts, and have an urgent 
$600,000 per annum budget enhancement request pending 
before the Legislature; 

To minimize the scale of additional cuts in Physical Plaut 
Operations, while recognizing that some cuts will be 
necessary given the relative size of the Physical Plant 
budget; 

To make no cuts that · would jeopEi.rdize the integrity and 
reliability of the University's central accounting system; 

To recognize the heavy reductions already absorbed by the 
University's excellent Physical Planning and Design Division 
and the Department of Audits. 

• 

In light of these objectives, the following budget reductiODS for the 
1983-85 period have been defined, and organized under two categories: 
Recommended and Feasible, but Undesirable. 

Recommended Reductions 

1. Office of Auxiliary Operations and Support Services -
Continuing reduction of 0100 support and subsidies for the 
conduct of such support activities as Printing Services, 
Automobile Fleet Services, Central Mail List, Technical 
Service Shops, and Housing Services. The cuts identified 
would save $381,506 in 1983-84 and $240,412 in 1984-85. 
In many cases, these 0100 reductions will shift costs to 
the users of these services--principallY University 
departments. We consider student impact to be minimal, 
and do not anticipate a measurable impact on employment or 
jobs unless the cuts result in making services financially 
unviable. Then, whole service areas--eq. Technical Service 
Shops--might require curtailment, and that will have 
significant human impact. 
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2. 10% Reduction in Salary Budget for Executive/Manag~t Staff 
throu bout Finance and 0 rations -- On base of $3. Ddllion, 
we project savings of 100,000 in 1983-84 and $250,000 in 
1984-85. Results from continuing emphasis on earlY retirement, 
elimination of unfilled positions that are of lower priority, 
and reorganization to consolidate positions and function. 
Two retirements as of June 30th, 1983 yield $65,000 in savings. 
Additional retirements in Physical Plant Operations during 
1983-85 biennium are projected to save $75-$100,000. 

3. Reorganization of Functions and Positions in Area of Property 
Accounting, University Storehouses, Purchasing and Accounting 
Records and Services -- Savings of $184,800 in 1983-Bl and $192,200 
in 1984-85 or about 18% of 0100 Budget Base. 

Principal actions here involve elimination of $150,000 in 
0100 funds for University's Storehouse operation, and shifting 
of charges to users; savings of $70,000 through elimination 
of separate Department of Property Accounting, and its 
absorption b,y University's overall accounting department; 
and savings of an additional $156,000 over the bienni~ 
through elimination of eight lower-priority positions 1n these 
areas, wherever possible through attrition. These reductions 
will reduce overall work force in this area b,y about 6S. 

4. Imposition of 1% User Charge on Total Revenues for Services 
of University's Accounting System on major Universi~ activities 
that are self-supporting and. not funded b,y State of M:lmlesota. 
Imposing this charge on such activities as Uni"Versi~ Hospitals, 
the non-credit activities of Continuing Education and EXtension, 
and the Department of Athletics, amongst others, vill 
substitute $300-$400,000 in user charges for 0100 f'unds 1n 
the same amount for each year of the upcoming biennilDL 
The University's Auxiliary and Support Services alreagy 
contribute a fee of 2% of total revenues to finance their 
use of central accounting and related services. 

5. Reductions of $200,000 in 1983-84 and additional $100,000 in 
1984-85 in University's general Repairs and Maintenance Budget. 
This is about 3% of the total funds available on the Twin 
Cities campus, and not very desirable in light of reductions 
of $600,000 in base over the last 18 months. But the cut 
appears to be necessary and can, I believe, be acco~ted. 

MY recommended reductions yield overall savings of $1,165,306 in 
1983-84 and $782,612 in 1984-85. These savings are substantially below 
the 6% quota for 1983-84, which is $1,942,415, and somewhat be1ow the 3% 
quota for 1984-85, which is $921,208. 
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Feasible, But Exceeding1y Undesirable Additional Budget 
Reductions 

If cuts of larger magnitude are required, they will, in rq 
judgment, have to be taken in the area of Custodial Services. 
This is not desirable and I do not recommend it. But the 
Annual Custodial Services budget, even a:rter major earlier 

·reductions, is about $8 million. It really is the only 
remaining area where budget reductions of the potentially 
needed magnitude could be imposed. 

Frederick M. Bohen 
Vice President for Finance 

and Treasurer 


